
regulated band in Europe, but it recently
became license-exempt. In both markets,
2.4 GHz is also license-exempt, as are
several other higher frequency bands.

In general, devices using frequencies
below 1 GHz have lower power con-
sumption and longer communication
range than devices using 2.4 GHz. They
also don’t have to worry about interfer-
ence from the now ubiquitous WLAN
and Bluetooth networks. However, the
2.4-GHz channel offers higher band-
width and greater data rates.

Although not all short-range devices
(SRDs) come equipped with hard-coded
channel-sharing procedures, they all need
to have some sort of protocol for working
in the chosen frequency band with other
devices—either other devices in the same
system or unknown devices using the
same frequency band. This is especially
important in the heavily used 2.4-GHz
ISM band. Techniques for sharing the air-
waves include time division multiple
access (TDMA), carrier sense multiple
access (CSMA), frequency division multi-
ple access (FDMA), frequency hopping
spread spectrum (FHSS), and direct
sequence spread spectrum (DSSS).[1]

TDMA is a system by which differ-
ent devices use the medium at different
times, usually by allocating different
time slots to different transmitters.
CSMA is a technique whereby a device
first checks whether or not the medium
is available before transmitting. This
can still lead to collisions if multiple
devices are waiting for the medium to
become available, so collision avoid-
ance schemes—such as a random back
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Not too long ago, incorporating a
wireless RF link in an electronics proj-
ect implied mastery of the mysteries of
RF electronics and layout, or the need
to incorporate a fairly cumbersome
subsystem into your design. This has
changed enormously over the past few
years with the introduction of embed-
ded modules that encapsulate the
radio’s electronics in a compact device,
which can be easily mounted on a
small part of your project’s circuit card. 

The embedded RF arena is now explod-
ing with the development of new prod-
ucts. Although many small hybrid trans-
mitter, receiver, and transceiver modules
are on the market, the latest entries
include totally integrated RFICs that put
the radio on a CMOS chip with a micro-
controller, in some cases adorned with
peripherals such as ADCs, DACs, timers,
etc. These elements are intrinsically
interconnected, with signal strength,
transmit frequency, and other radio
parameters digitally accessible as proces-
sor registers, and protocols available as
subroutines or resident in the device’s
firmware. Although you may still need to
be mindful of proper antenna matching,
appropriate bypassing, zero-balancing, and
interference issues, incorporating radio
links into projects has never been simpler.  

In this article, we will present a
quick snapshot of the state-of-the-art in
embedded RF devices. We’ll also discuss
an application that we built around one
of them in a wearable badge platform to
facilitate social interaction at large
events. We’ll conclude by briefly men-
tioning how we used embedded RF in a

Wearable Wireless Transceivers
It’s becoming easier to incorporate wireless RF links in electronics projects, especially when
you know how to select the proper short-range RF device. Mat and Joe first bring you up to
speed on the newest embedded RF devices. Then, they describe how such devices were
used in a series of wireless wearable platforms developed at the MIT Media Lab.

dense wearable sensor platform and
point to RFICs built around heavier pro-
tocols such as Bluetooth and ZigBee. 

RF DEVICE SELECTION
Bearing in mind that the field is devel-

oping so quickly that any survey will
rapidly become dated, Table 1 compares
a range of currently available devices,
including small hybrid, multicomponent
modules, and single-integrated CMOS
chips (RFICs). Although many of the list-
ed manufacturers provide a range of dif-
ferent offerings that address various
requirements, we selected one represen-
tative product from each company. (A
longer list of manufacturers and devices
is posted on the Circuit Cellar ftp site.)

The selected devices work in the 300-
to 1000-MHz range or in the 2.4-GHz
band. The operating frequency is proba-
bly the first decision you must make
when selecting an RF device. In the U.S.,
the frequency bands 260 to 470 MHz and
902 to 928 MHz are license-exempt and
open for use, provided you transmit at an
FCC-approved transmission strength and
duty cycle. In Europe, the license-exempt
bands are centered at 433.92 and
868 MHz. The latter was previously a

FEATURE ARTICLE by Mathew Laibowitz & Joseph Paradiso

Photo 1—In this photograph of a functional RFRAIN
card, the wire antenna protrudes from the right.
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nal at the receiver is high, it is usually
because another nearby device is trans-
mitting and the medium is busy.

Besides the RF-specific parameters, all
the standard factors for selecting any
electronic component still apply. The
power consumption is broken down into
three zones: receiver power consumed
while the chip is listening for incoming
data; standby current that’s used while
the chip is waiting for a carrier; and
transmit power that’s consumed while
sending. These devices also usually have
a Sleep mode that draws negligible cur-
rent. It is important to balance these val-
ues against the requirements of your
application. If, for example, you need
only to transmit, then just the transmit
power is important, and the expected
power drawn from the RF system is the
transmit load weighed by the transmis-
sion duty cycle. In addition, there are

Devices with different hopping sequences
can coexist on the same channel. DSSS
systems are based on spreading the signal
energy across subchannels by XORing
the data signal with a pseudorandom
spreading code. Different devices in a sys-
tem can use different spreading codes to
support multiple access, which is known
as code division multiple access (CDMA).

It is important to have a general idea of
the band-sharing scheme that will be
used before selecting your RF device. If
you are going to use a spread-spectrum
scheme or FDMA, you must select a chip
that will support it in hardware, usually
by allowing the frequency to be easily
changed in real time by the application
software. If you are going to use a CSMA
type of scheme, it is a good idea to pick a
chip with a receiver signal strength indi-
cator (RSSI) output that can be polled by
an application. If the strength of the sig-
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off (waiting for a random interval to
elapse before transmitting)—are usually
implemented. The example application
described at the end of this article uses
CSMA with such an approach. FDMA
is a system whereby the frequency band
is divided into smaller subchannels that
are assigned to different devices in the
system. Devices operating with the
same subchannel cannot be in overlap-
ping physical range space.

With spread spectrum, the transmitter
rapidly jumps from subchannel to sub-
channel. In FHSS, each device can have a
different sequence of frequencies that it
follows, minimizing the probability that
two devices will occupy the same fre-
quency simultaneously and interfere.
FHSS broadcasts are difficult to listen in
on without knowing the hopping code.
And frequencies that contain interference
can be removed from the hop sequence.

Table 1—These are the basic specifications for several currently available small-footprint, short-range RF devices. Refer to the Circuit Cellar ftp site for a longer list of manufacturers.

 Chipcon CC1010 Nordic nRF24E1 RF Monolithics TR1100 RFWaves RFW102-M Xemics XE1203

Frequency range 300–1000 MHz  2.4 GHz  916.5 MHz  2.4 GHz  433, 868, and 915 MHz  

Methodology  FSK  FSK  OOK     DSSS, OOK     FSK

Maximum bit rate  76.8 kbps     1000 kbps    1000 kbps     1000 kbps    152.3 kbps

Standby power  1.3 mA  2 µA  0.7 µA   2.6 µA    1.10 mA

Receiver power 9.1 mA   19 mA    8 mA    38 mA     17 mA

Transmit power   8.9 mA at –5 dBM 10.5 mA at –5 dBM  12 mA at 0 dBM 21 mA at 2 dBM 40 mA at 5 dBM

Receiver sensitivity  –107 dBM –90 dBM    –87 dBM    –80 dBM    –100 dBM
 
RSSI Output    Yes   No   No   No   Yes

Package and size   64TQFP  36QFN  SM-20H  Module  48VQFN 
  12 mm × 12 mm  6 mm × 6 mm  8 mm × 11 mm  11 mm × 16 mm  7 mm × 7 mm

External components RX match, TX match,  EEPROM for code,  Antenna filter, passives  None  RX match, TX match, VCO tank, 
(not including antenna) VCO inductor, crystals  crystal for     frequency synth. filter, crystal  
 for microcontroller microcontroller 
 
Comments  Integrated 8051,  Integrated 8051, power  OEM module is   Three-chip solution on  Several other chips available
  hardware DES,   ratings are for RF and  recommended, which   module, built-in DSSS OEM module available
  supports frequency  don’t include MCU,  requires no external  protocol, simple  
  hopping, supports two supports frequency  components  interface to main 
  crystals for low-power   hopping  processor, OEM 
  operation   module available

Photo 2a—Take a look at the UbER-Badge with a cover (a) and without a cover (b). c—The RFRAIN daughtercard is visible at the top of the back side of the UbER-Badge.

b) c)a)
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their chip and include all of the
required external components on a PCB
for easy integration into an application.

Recently, devices have become avail-
able that integrate both a microcon-
troller and an RF transceiver in a single
CMOS chip. Table 1 includes two such
chips: the Chipcon CC1010 and the
Nordic nRF24E1. (The rfPIC integrates
a transmitter with the processor. More
information on the rfPIC is available in
the expanded list on the Circuit Cellar
ftp site.) These chips contain a flash

ways of duty-cycling the receiver (e.g.,
some devices support power manage-
ment schemes where the device is
mainly in Sleep mode and woken up at
periodic intervals to check for the pres-
ence of a carrier signal).

It is also important to consider the
space requirements of the chip and the
ensemble of external components that
it requires, as well as any requirements
for the layout of the circuit board in
order to support the chip. Some manu-
facturers offer complete modules with

memory-programmable 8051 with a full
set of peripherals (UARTs, ADC, etc.)
on the same piece of silicon as the RF
transceiver. This reduces component
count, board space, and overall cost.
This tight integration between the RF
transceiver and the microcontroller
allows the transceiver to be controlled
by simply writing and reading 8051 reg-
isters and servicing RF-specific inter-
rupts. We recently used the Chipcon
CC1010 in the RFRAIN project
described below.

Figure 1—The RFRAIN schematic is based on Chipcon’s reference design, which is tuned for 433 MHz. There are two choices of antennas, four LEDs, a five-way switch, and
an optional temperature sensor. The external connectors and necessary pull-up resistors are omitted for clarity.
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IMPLEMENTATION: THE RFRAIN
The RF random access integrated node

(RFRAIN) device was developed by the
Responsive Environments group at the
MIT Media Lab as an original part of the
Ubiquitous Experimental Research
Badge (UbER-Badge), which is a compact
platform designed to explore applica-
tions at the convergence of wearable and
social computing. The RF subsystem
developed for the badge has considerable
stand-alone utility for other projects;
therefore, it was designed as a separate

daughterboard called the RFRAIN. 
Figure 1 is a schematic of the RFRAIN

board, which is assembled in Photo 1.
The board contains the CC1010, an
8-MHz crystal, a 32-kHz crystal for
low-power operations, an antenna match-
ing/filter circuit, and an inductor for the
RF VCO. In addition, it includes two
choices of antennas, a four-way selector
switch, four LEDs, and connectors break-
ing out all external I/O connections to
the CC1010. The hardware is based on
Chipcon’s reference design. The compo-

nent values for the antenna circuit and
VCO were calculated by SmartRF Studio,
which you may download from
Chipcon’s web site (www.chipcon.com).

The software on the RFRAIN board
running in the integrated microcontroller
handles the media access using CSMA
and the protocol needed for random-
access, peer-to-peer networking. It also
buffers incoming and outgoing data and
provides a serial interface to a connected
application microprocessor—although
stand-alone applications also can be
developed directly on the RFRAIN board. 

The software for the RFRAIN project
was based on Chipcon’s Simple Packet
Protocol (SPP). The packet structure was
modified to increase the address space
from 8 to 16 bits, and a packet ID was
added. Chipcon’s SPP software also con-
tains code to handle acknowledgments
and retries. The retry code was removed,
because this was handled at a higher level
to support the CSMA back-off scheme.

Listing 1 includes sample code that
illustrates the transmission, retry, and
back-off protocol. This code section
resides in the main application loop and
is executed while the receiver is looking
for a preamble of a transmission. If the
receiver is not idly looking for a pream-
ble, the code is not executed. 

If there is a packet to transmit,
tx_outgoing will be set and the code
will begin to execute. The first thing
that happens is that the receive signal
strength indicator is read. This detects
whether some sort of carrier is being
received. If a carrier signal is present, the
execution of this code stops, cycles
around the main loop, and then returns
to this same check. When this check
shows that the channel is empty, execu-
tion continues with a random wait. This
prevents all the devices waiting to trans-
mit on the same channel from being in
sync and colliding with each other. 

If tx_attempts is equal to zero, we
are about to transmit a new packet. If it
is greater than zero, we are about to send
a retry because a previous transmission
did not receive an ACK. If it is a new
packet, we load the packet into the trans-
mit buffer, increment the packet ID, and
set tx_attempts to the number of
attempts that will be tried. After the
packet is loaded and ready to go, the
channel is checked again to see if it is

Listing 1—Embedded C code is used in the main loop of the CC1010 microcontroller on the RFRAIN. This
fragment is taken from the transmission section and illustrates the CSMA scheme. 

if (tx_outgoing == 1) { //If we have a packet to send
tmp_RSSI = rfdcReadRSSI(); //Read signal strength 
if (tmp_RSSI < RSSI_THRESHOLD){//Carrier sense
//No Carrier detected
halWait(rand(), CC1010DC_CLKFREQ); //Random wait
//Check if we have more attempts to make on last TX
if (txAttempts == 0){
//No more attempts
//Load next packet from buffer
. . .
txAttempts = myRetryCount; //Reset attempts
TXI.pkid = ++my_pkid; //INC Packet ID

}
tmp_RSSI = rfdcReadRSSI(); //Read signal strength 
//Check carrier sense and that RF transceiver is not currently
//receiving a packet

if ((RXI.status == SPP_RX_WAITING) && (tmp_RSSI < RSSI_THRESHOLD))
{

//Media free
sppReset(); //Reset receiver
//Transmit packet
if (sppSend(&TXI) == SPP_TX_STARTED) {
BLED = LED_ON; //Indicate transmission
//Transmission is interrupt drivem
//ISR will update SPP_STATUS
//Wait until status changes

do {  } while (SPP_STATUS() != SPP_IDLE_MODE);
//Check transmit status

if (TXI.status == SPP_TX_FINISHED) {
//Packet sent successfully, ACK received if ACK requested
GLED = LED_ON;
//Send return code
. . .
} else {
//Packet failed, collision or no ACK
if (--txAttempts == 0) {
//No more retries
RLED = LED_ON;
//Check if there are any other packets to send
if(tx_buffer_empty()) tx_outgoing = 0; 
//Send return code
. . .

} //Else a retry a will occur on next loop
}

} 
//Restart receiving allowing carrier sense for next retry 
//or new packet sppReceive(&RXI);

}
}

}
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clear. If it is clear, we send the packet,
and wait for the ACK if requested. If the
channel is busy, we start all over again,
wait for the channel to become clear, and
perform the random wait. If an ACK is
not received, we start the loop again, but
do so without loading a new packet into
the transmit buffer, and continue until
we run out of retry attempts or an
ACK is received. Between retries we
return to Receive mode to check for
incoming packets. 

The reception and transmission of
bytes in each packet is handled by an
interrupt service routine (ISR). Whenever
the RF transceiver finishes receiving or
transmitting a byte, it triggers the RF
interrupt. The ISR related to this inter-
rupt executes a finite state machine
(FSM), the code for which is shown in
Listing 2. The first function, RF_ISR, is
the main ISR that the code vectors to
after completion of transmission or
reception of a single byte. This func-
tion invokes a callback function,
sppRFStateFunc(), which executes a
function for the particular state of the
FSM. Example FSM functions for receiv-

ing a packet are given following RF_ISR.
Each of these functions represents a

single state in the FSM for reception. In
general, these functions store the received
byte appropriately, check if the packet is
still valid, and set the callback function to
the next state. The first state is executed
after reception of the sync byte, after
which this byte is dropped and the state
machine is advanced to the first destina-
tion address byte. After receiving this
byte, the firmware checks if the address is
the receiving node’s address or the broad-
cast address. If it is not a valid address, it
sets a flag and continues listening. It does
not stop receiving if the packet is not
intended for it; instead, it continues
receiving, and drops the entire packet at
the end. This keeps the node from trans-
mitting while the channel is active (e.g.,
another two devices are communicating).
This procedure, combined with the check
of the signal strength indicator, works
well to avoid interference.

The reception state machine then con-
tinues by receiving the lower byte of the
destination address and repeating the
check. It then receives the 2-byte source

address, the packet ID (which is used
elsewhere to determine if the packet is a
repeat transmission), the length of the
data payload, a byte containing flags, and
a CRC8 byte as a check on the header. If
the CRC8 fails, the packet is dropped and
the receiver is reset. If this check is suc-
cessful, the receiver acquires the data
payload and a CRC16 check on the data.
If the data is valid, the function checks
the flags to see if an acknowledgement is
requested. If it is, the state machine will
go to Transmit mode and begin the
acknowledgement process. If not, the
state machine returns to idle, and the
main application is notified that a new
packet has arrived.

We have written a series of similar
state machine functions for sending the
acknowledgement, sending a packet, and
receiving an acknowledgment. You may
download the code from the Circuit
Cellar ftp site or the RFRAIN web site.
For more information, go to www.media.
mit.edu/resenv/rfrain.

HOST SYSTEMS
A wide range of applications can be
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supported by the RFRAIN, as well as
by similar circuits hosting embedded
wireless devices. The RFRAIN was
originally developed for use in the
UbER-Badge (see Photo 2)—the latest
in a series of badge platforms devel-
oped at the MIT Media Lab.[2]

The UbER-Badge was designed to be
worn as a digital name tag at large events
such as trade shows. In addition to the RF
link provided by the RFRAIN card, the
UbER-Badge features the following: line-
of-sight IR transceivers for face-face com-
munication, a 5 × 9 LED matrix display
capable of presenting bitmap graphics and
scrolling text that users in the vicinity
can read, a 2 × 2 brightness-controllable
blue LED matrix for indicating badge sta-
tus, a three-state pressable thumbwheel
for user input, an on-board microphone
sampled into 12 bits, a 12-bit audio out-
put, a pager motor vibrator for tactile
feedback, three on-board processors,
capacity for up to 256 MB of flash memo-
ry for storing audio or user data, provi-
sions for connecting two LCDs, and con-
nectors that mate into the stack sensor
platform and allow for the integration of
a wide variety of different sensors. (We’ll
come back to the stack sensor later.)

The RFRAIN system is used to net-
work these badges in an ad hoc, infra-
structureless way, allowing message pass-
ing, location of colleagues and points of
interest, and transfer of contact informa-
tion across a wide vicinity without the
line-of-sight restriction imposed by the IR
system, which talks only to a badge or IR
beacon that’s directly facing you. The
UbER-Badge uses the RFRAIN and its
embedded microcontroller to handle its
wireless communication (RF only). (The
IR is handled by a separate processor
mounted on the badge.) The RFRAIN
stores incoming and outgoing packets,
and it provides a simple serial interface to
the main application processor on the
badge: a Texas Instruments MSP430F149
16-bit microcontroller. More details on
the UbER-Badge can be found at
www.media.mit.edu/resenv/badge.

Wireless sensing devices are another
common use for these short-range radio
modules—which have enabled compact
sensor platforms such as the Berkeley
Motes and the Smart-Its (developed by a
European university consortium)—
through which researchers prototype sen-

Listing 2—The finite state machine implements the reception packet in the interrupt service routine of the
CC1010 microcontroller on the RFRAIN.

*****************************************************************
//void RF_ISR (void) interrupt INUM_RF
//Description: RF interrupt service routine runs the SPP finite
//state machine.
//The packet sequence bit:
// TX: Toggle when finished (sppIntData.pTXI->status = SPP_TX_FINISHED).
//RX: The user application must examine the sequence bit.
*****************************************************************
void RF_ISR (void) interrupt INUM_RF {

INT_GLOBAL_ENABLE (INT_OFF);
INT_SETFLAG (INUM_RF, INT_CLR);
if (sppIntData.mode != SPP_IDLE_MODE) {

sppRFStateFunc();
}
INT_GLOBAL_ENABLE (INT_ON);
return;

} // RF_ISR
*****************************************************************
// RX FUNCTIONS
*****************************************************************
void RX_WAIT (void) {

// Drop the sync byte
RF_LOCK_AVERAGE_FILTER(TRUE);
sppIntData.mode = SPP_RX_MODE;
sppRFStateFunc = RX_DABH;

}
void RX_DABH (void) {

sppIntData.pRXI->status = SPP_RX_RECEIVING;
FAST_CRC8_INIT(sppIntData.crc8);
FAST_CRC8(RF_RECEIVE_BYTE(), sppIntData.crc8);
if ((RF_RECEIVE_BYTE() == sppSettings.myAddressH) || 
(RF_RECEIVE_BYTE() == SPP_BROADCAST_H)) {
sppIntData.rx_address_valid = 1;

} else {
sppIntData.rx_address_valid = 0;

}
sppRFStateFunc = RX_DABL;

}
void RX_DABL (void) {

sppIntData.pRXI->status = SPP_RX_RECEIVING;
FAST_CRC8(RF_RECEIVE_BYTE(), sppIntData.crc8);
if ((RF_RECEIVE_BYTE() == sppSettings.myAddressL) || 
(RF_RECEIVE_BYTE() == SPP_BROADCAST_L)) {

} else {
sppIntData.rx_address_valid = 0;

}
sppRFStateFunc = RX_SABH;

}
void RX_SABH (void) {

sppIntData.pRXI->sourceH = RF_RECEIVE_BYTE();
FAST_CRC8(RF_RECEIVE_BYTE(), sppIntData.crc8);
sppRFStateFunc = RX_SABL;

}
void RX_SABL (void) {

sppIntData.pRXI->sourceL = RF_RECEIVE_BYTE();
FAST_CRC8(RF_RECEIVE_BYTE(), sppIntData.crc8);
sppRFStateFunc = RX_PKID;

}
void RX_PKID (void) {

sppIntData.pRXI->pkid = RF_RECEIVE_BYTE();
FAST_CRC8(RF_RECEIVE_BYTE(), sppIntData.crc8);
sppRFStateFunc = RX_DATA_LEN;

}
void RX_DATA_LEN (void) {

sppIntData.pRXI->dataLen = RF_RECEIVE_BYTE();
FAST_CRC8(RF_RECEIVE_BYTE(), sppIntData.crc8);
sppRFStateFunc = RX_FLAG;

} (Continued)
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sor networks and ubiquitous computing
environments. Our group has developed
several dense, multisensor wireless plat-
forms for wearable applications. One
example is a card that acquires 16 differ-
ent tactile and free-gesture sensor parame-
ters from a dancer’s shoe (see Photo 3).
This produces data interpreted by a rule
base running on a PC generating interac-
tive music, putting the dancer in control
of the composition. Data is acquired by
a PIC16C711 and transmitted from the
shoe by a Radiometrix TX-series trans-
mitter. Visit www.media.mit.edu/resenv/
danceshoe.html for more information. 

A more recent example in this area is
our stack sensor architecture (see Photo
4). The stack is a series of compact inter-
changeable circuit boards, each perform-
ing a specific function such as six-axis
inertial measurement sensing, sonar prox-
imity measurement, tactile interfaces
(bend, pressure, and capacitive sensors),
and processing and wireless communica-
tion. The wireless board contains an RFM
wireless transceiver and a Cygnal 8051-
based processor that handles a TDMA
communication protocol. It snaps togeth-
er with any combination of sensor boards
to form a compact wireless sensing suite. 

We are currently using this device in a
shoe designed in collaboration with the
Biomotion Group at the Massachusetts
General Hospital to acquire data for diag-
nosis of gait defects and to develop inter-
active therapy for patients with difficulty
walking. Refer to www.media.mit.edu/
resenv/Stack for more information about
the stack sensor architecture. Visit
www.media.mit.edu/resenv/gaitshoe.html
for more information about the Gait
Sensing Shoe. 

NETWORKING STANDARDS
Several higher-level standards have

been established atop the low-level proto-
cols that we reviewed earlier. Although
many manufactures provide chipsets that
implement 802.11, or Wi-Fi, its power
requirements and associated complexi-
ty often preclude adoption in small
battery-operated devices, which don’t
often need its high data rates and
heavy protocol stack. 

Bluetooth, which is a well-established
standard that describes hardware and a
software protocol for wireless network-
ing, provides a simpler and less power-

Listing 2—Continued.

void RX_FLAG (void) {
sppIntData.pRXI->flags = RF_RECEIVE_BYTE();
FAST_CRC8(RF_RECEIVE_BYTE(), sppIntData.crc8);
sppRFStateFunc = RX_CRC8_HEADER;

}
void RX_CRC8_HEADER (void) {

FAST_CRC8(RF_RECEIVE_BYTE(), sppIntData.crc8);
sppIntData.counter = 0;
if (sppIntData.crc8 == CRC_OK) {

if (sppIntData.pRXI->dataLen == 0 &&  
sppIntData.rx_address_valid == 1) {

SPP_DISABLE_TIMEOUT();
if (sppIntData.pRXI->flags & SPP_ACK_REQ) {

SPP_FAST_POWER_UP_TX();
sppRFStateFunc = RXACK_START;

} else {
sppIntData.pRXI->status = SPP_RX_FINISHED;
FSM_RESET();

}                  
} else if (sppIntData.pRXI->dataLen > sppIntData.pRXI-
>maxDataLen) {
sppIntData.pRXI->status = SPP_RX_TOO_LONG;
FSM_RESET();

} else {
sppRFStateFunc = RX_DBX_START;

}
} else {

FSM_RESTART_RX();
}

}
void RX_DBX_START (void) {

sppIntData.pRXI->pDataBuffer[sppIntData.counter] = 
RF_RECEIVE_BYTE();

FAST_CRC16_INIT(sppIntData.crc16);
FAST_CRC16(RF_RECEIVE_BYTE(), sppIntData.crc16);
sppIntData.counter = 1;
if (sppIntData.counter == sppIntData.pRXI->dataLen) {

sppRFStateFunc = RX_CRC16_DATA_H;
} else {

sppRFStateFunc = RX_DBX;
}

}
void RX_DBX (void) {

sppIntData.pRXI->pDataBuffer[sppIntData.counter] = 
RF_RECEIVE_BYTE();

FAST_CRC16(RF_RECEIVE_BYTE(), sppIntData.crc16);
sppIntData.counter++;
if (sppIntData.counter == sppIntData.pRXI->dataLen) { 

sppRFStateFunc = RX_CRC16_DATA_H;
}

}
void RX_CRC16_DATA_H (void) {

FAST_CRC16(RF_RECEIVE_BYTE(), sppIntData.crc16);
sppRFStateFunc = RX_CRC16_DATA_L;

}
void RX_CRC16_DATA_L (void) {

FAST_CRC16(RF_RECEIVE_BYTE(), sppIntData.crc16);
if (sppIntData.crc16 == CRC_OK && sppIntData.rx_address_valid == 1) {

SPP_DISABLE_TIMEOUT();
if (sppIntData.pRXI->flags & SPP_ACK_REQ) {

SPP_FAST_POWER_UP_TX(); 
sppRFStateFunc = RXACK_START;

} else {
FSM_RESET();
sppIntData.pRXI->status = SPP_RX_FINISHED;

}
} else {

FSM_RESTART_RX();        
}

}
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hungry option. By conforming to a stan-
dard like Bluetooth, different companies
can ensure that their devices will be able
to communicate with one another. Some
manufacturers, including Cambridge
Silicon Radio (www.csr.com), SiliconWave
(www.siliconwave.com), and Zeevo
(www.zeevo.com), offer single-chip solu-
tions that not only perform RF communi-
cation, but also handle the high-level pro-
tocol described in the Bluetooth standard.
These chips offload much of the required
processing and allow the use of a low-
power micro to handle the application
software without sacrificing board space,
power consumption, or cost. Furthermore,
single-chip solutions integrating the proto-
col stack, the RF hardware, and a power-
ful microprocessor (with enough capacity
to handle both the user’s applications
and the wireless network) are starting to
emerge from manufacturers like Motorola
and National Semiconductor.

With a maximum data rate of 1 Mbps
and power consumption at 0.3 mA in
standby (30 mA max. while transferring at
full speed), Bluetooth is intended for high
data rate applications such as streaming
audio and video in battery-powered
devices. A new standard developed under
IEEE 802.15.4 called ZigBee is emerging
that aims to do the same thing for
lower-bandwidth, lower-power apps, such
as home automation and sensor teleme-
try. Chipcon recently announced an RFIC

(the CC2420) that is ZigBee-enabled. And,
Motorola is starting to enhance devices
such as sensors with ZigBee to provide
single-chip solutions that perform a task
and handle all of the communication
hardware and software. The soon-to-be-
released Motorola NeuRFon chips (e.g.,
the MC13192) will integrate an 802.15.4
radio with a digital state machine to
handle low-level ZigBee protocol. I

Authors’ Note: We would like to thank
our colleagues in the Responsive
Environments Group, Ari Benbasat
and Stacy Morris in particular, for their
contribution to several of the projects
introduced in this article. We are grateful
for the support of the Things That Think
consortium and other sponsors of the
MIT Media Laboratory.

a)

b)

Photo 4a—The stack sensor architecture is a compact,
configurable, multimodal wireless sensing platform. You
can see the processor/RF card, tactile sensor interface,
and six-axis IMU. b—Here is its application in a shoe to
monitor gait characteristics.
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